Juicy Couture Perfume For Women - #1 In Juicy Couture Sale

First launched in 2006, this creation of Harry Fremont, done for Juicy Couture Company, really hit the spot in the United States and conquered Europe in several months after that.

Jan. 29, 2009 - PRLog -- Why is this perfume so special? Why does it capture the hearts of women all over the world?
The answer lies, probably, in the fact of its being absolutely, totally feminine and girlish. Juicy Couture Perfume For Women is an ideal way to express a real woman: it is airy, but at the same time not simple, fresh – but not icy cool, it is perfectly sexy, of course, but at the same time not too obtrusive. If it is possible to say so, Juicy Couture Perfume For Women has a few story lines, that intermingle within the scent and tell you a complicated, but marvelous tale.
Fresh top notes include sweet watermelon and bright mandarin, juicy passion fruit and marigold flowers, combined with green apple and water hyacinth and ending with a flash of coolness that crushed leaves add.
In the heart notes tender creamy tuberose intermingles with princess lily and wild rose, and the sweet base notes include vanilla and caramel ice-cream, that come along with passionate patchouli and refined woods.
Juicy Couture Perfume For Women is a fine means to feel yourself a Woman – gorgeous, amazing, glittering with beauty, that is shaded by the delicious perfume. Do you not deserve it?
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